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5938D 5 4 284m² 14.500m² 2 YES

Sizeable plot of 14,500mq with accepted plans for a beautiful country home, in Santa Maria del Cami.
The project is for a house with a pool for a total of 284 mq built plus a basement of 212 mq.
On the ground floor you will find two double bedrooms with ensuite, one spacious sitting room and a covered porch, all facing the beautiful 
swimming pool, on the other side of the property we have the spectacular kitchen area with dining room and utility- guest toilet. From this part of the 
property you will have stunning views of the mountains through the many floor to ceiling windows.
The careful design of this country home incorporates modern features with typically mallorcan materials, on the outside we find a main stone faced 
wall and rendered surfaces, charming gardens have been planned to make the surroundings the ideal place to spend outdoors days with family 
and friends.
One very special and original feature is also the double water pools, one in the front and one on the back.
On the first floor, we find two double bedrooms with ensuite of which the substantial master bedroom relishes the views of the Sierra de 
Tramuntana on one side and the countryside on the other through a large terrace.
The extensive basement, with access through the ramp, has comfortable parking for four cars, includes also all the machinery rooms and the 
laundry.
Features:
The License fees are paid and building can start immediately
The electricity pipe is already buried and there is water coming from a well nearby.
The mountain views are spectacular!
Price to build around 900,000 euro more or less ( depending on the quality and materials used)

For more informations please get in touch

5938D SANTA MARIA DEL CAMÍ – PROJECT WITH PLANS 
ACCEPTED, UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY!

800.000€
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